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ABSTRACT 
The radiation pattern of a TEM mode parallel-plate waveguide 
mounted in an infinite ground plane is analyzed by a surface integratiop 
technique. The fields on the surface of integration a re  obtained by use 
of wedge diffraction theory and include plane wave diffraction plus f i r s t  
order  interactions at the guide aperture. 
integral formulation is presented. 
surface integration for the ground plane mounted guide compare favor- 
ably with other approximate methods and provide an improvement in 
accuracy as compared to the wedge diffraction method. 
cation of the theory to certain other related antenna geometries is 
possible . 
A derivation of the surface 
The radiation patterns obtained by 
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RADIATION PATTERN O F  A GROUND-PLANE MOUNTED 
PARALLEL-PLATE WAVEGUIDE ANALYZED BY 
A SURFACE INTEGRATION TECHNIQUE 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Increased use of small aperture antennas for spacecraft and 
other airborne vehicle applications has created a need for developing 
improved techniques for their analysis. 
facing designers of such antennas l ies in obtaining accurate radiation 
pattern information for a particular configuration. In general each 
configuration must be carefully analyzed, since the radiation pattern 
is strongly dependent on diffraction effects at the antenna aperture. 
Wedge diffraction theory has found extensive application in dealing 
with diffraction effects of various antenna configurations. 1’2y3 
radiation pattern analysis based on direct application of wedge diffraction 
theory yields excellent results in many applications, it has been found 
that wedge diffraction does not yield accurate results in certain regions 
of the radiation pattern for narrow aperture antennas. Specifically, for  
aperture widths on the order of h / 2  o r  less,  it  w a s  found by Yu and 
Rudduck3 that wedge diffr;xtion analysis does not accurately describe 
the pattern of a ground-plane mounted parallel-plate waveguide in the 
region near the plane of the aperture. 
One of the important problems 
Although 
A surface integration technique presented by Wu4 established a 
method of overcoming the limitation mentioned above. 
which involved an analysis of a thin-walled parallel-plate waveguide, 
the validity of the surface integration technique was  verified by com- 
paring results with the known exact solution. The results were found 
to be in close agreement with the exact solution, and e r r o r s  were due 
primarily to approxirr-ations used in obtaining the fields on the surface 
of integration. 
In Reference 4, 
In the present publication a surface integration technique wil l  be 
employed in conjunction with wedge diffraction theory to improve the 
radiation pattern near the plane of the guide aperture for a ground-plane 
mounted guide. 
presented in Section 11. In Section 111, the radiation pattern for a ground- 
plane mounted parallel-plate waveguide is obtained quite readily from the 
surface integral representation. There is no exact solution known for 
the ground-plane mounted guide considered here.  
in Section 111 is also approximate, due to approximations required in 
evaluation of the fields on the surface of integration. 
results obtained by surface integration show good agreement with 
The formulation of an appropriate surface integral is 
The solution obtained 
However, the 
1 
approximate results obtainable by the Fourier transform method. Thus 
the analyses employed in this publication provide a definite improvement 
in the accuracy of the pattern near the plane of the aperture, as compared 
to the results obtained previously by the application of the wedge diffraction 
method. 
11. FORMULATION OF QUARTER-SPACE 
RADIATION IN TERMS OF A 
SURFACE INTEGRAL 
In this section the radiation into the quarter-space x > 0 and y > 0 
is expressed in terms of the fields on the planar surfaces SI and S2 as 
shown in Fig .  1. Since only the two dimensional problem in which the 
fields are independent of z, is being considered, the radiation can be 
expressed in t e rms  of the field on the positive x and y axes. Only the 
TM case is considered, i .e. ,  the magnetic field is z-polarized. 
Fig.  1. Geometry of quarter-space 
radiation problem. 
The magnetic field H satisfies the wave equation in the region 
x > 0, y > 0 and the wave equation is expressible as 
(1) (V2 t k2)H = 0 
F 
P 
t 
t * B 
2 
f 
.i 
where k = 2n/h is the free-space propagation constant. 
field H, may be expressed in general by use of Green's second identity 
for scalar  fields giving 
The magnetic 
r 1 
where primed variables denote source coordinates. 
The two-dimensional f ree  space Green's function Go is a valid 
Green's function for Eq. (2) where Go is given by 
Go = -  H0(')(kr). 
4 j  
The quantity H0(')(kr) is the zero-th order Hankel function of the second 
kind. 
imposed on the surfaces SI and Sz shown in F ig .  '1. 
conditions are chosen as 
Equation (2) can be simplified i f  certain boundary conditions a re  
The boundary 
(4 G = 0 on S1 
Therefore Eq. (2)  simplifies to 
3 
Xn order  to satisfy conditions (a) and (b), the required Green's 
function is given by 
(5) 
where rl, r2, r3 and r4 a r e  the distances between the sources and the 
observation point as shown in Fig. 2.  The Green's function of Eq. (5) 
can be derived by applying image theory to the 90" sector .  It is noted 
that the Green's function of Eq. (5) corresponds to that for a 270' wedge 
with one surface a perfect magnetic conductor and the other a perfect 
electric conductor. 
x SURFACE S, P(X,Y, 
Fig  e 2 .  Application of image theory. 
The Green's function of Eq. (5) is put into a form valid for large 
values of p, since only the radiation pattern is of interest .  
values of p we haves 
For large 
0 
Q '  
4 
I ".$ i 
9 
Using the asymptotic form of the Hankel function, valid for large values 
of p, and approximating r 1, r 2 ,  r3, r4 by p for magnitude and by Eq. (6) 
for phase, the Green's function is thus given by 
t jkp'cos(8-0')  - e  t jkp 'cos(e t8 ' )  
+ e  -jkp' cos(ete') - e  -jkp' cos(e-e') 
[ e  
j e  
G Q  2 j a ~ ;  
(7) 
3 
Therefore the Green's function evaluated on the y-axis is given by 
-j kp t -  ( sin(kp' sin e) 2j  e GI = GI CCI 
88 =I m p  
(8) 
x'=O 
2 
And the normal derivation of the Green's function evaluated on the x-axis 
is given by 
( 9 )  
Subs 
y'=O e '=O 
ituting Eqs. (8) and (9) into Eq. (4) and suppressing the factor 
e - j ( k p + f )  
a 
the angular variation of the radiation pattern is given b y  
5 
(10) R(@) = l m H ( x '  0) 2jk s in8  cos(kx' cos e) dx' 
0 
For  the application to be considered in the next section, the 
normal derivative of the magnetic field is zero on surface S2. In this 
application with a perfect electric conductor coincident with surface Sz, 
Eq. (10) simplifies to 
(11) R(8) = l: 2 jk s in8 H(x' ,  0) cos(kx' cos e )  dx' . 
This result is used in Section I11 to obtain the radiation pattern of the 
parallel-plate guide. 
111. RADIATION PATTERN O F  A PARALLEL- 
PLATE WAVEGUIDE MOUNTED IN AN 
INFINITE GROUND PLANE 
The surface integration method presented in the last section is 
B 
used here t o  obtain the TEM mode radiation pattern of a ground-plane 
mounted parallel-plate waveguide. The geometry to be considered is 
shown in Fig. 3 ,  in which the surface of integration S extends along the 
x-axis. 
wave propagating parallel to the guide axis, with the electric. field 
polarized perpendicular to the conducting walls. The observation point 
is assumed to be a large distance from the guide aperture (plarge) and 
in the region 0 5 8 5 9 0 " .  This region, due to the symmetry involved, 
describes the entire radiation pattern. 
The TEM mode can be considered to be a section of a plane 
The exact solution for the radiation pattern of this geometry is not 
known. The technique presented here, although approximate, is thought 
to be quite accurate over the entire pattern, including the region near the 
ground plane for which the wedge diffraction method is inaccurate for 
narrow aperture widths. 
.a 
6 
SURFACE $ 
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F i g .  3 .  Geometry of ground-plane mounted waveguide 
and the surface of integration. 
A. Formulation Of The Fields On 
The Surface Of Integration 
In order  to ca r ry  out the surface integration indicated in Eq. ( l l ) ,  
the total fields on the surface S ,  HT(x', 0), must be evaluated. 
ing the geometry of Fig. 3 as two right angle wedges, the fields on S 
can be formulated by use of the theory of wedge diffracti0n.l Thus 
wedge diffraction theory is employed in this analysis, with the total fields 
on S being approximated by the plane wave diffracted fields (singly dif- 
fracted fields), plus the diffracted fields due to first order interaction at 
the aperture (doubly diffracted fields). Although direct application of 
wedge diffraction theory does not always give accurate values for the 
doubly diffracted fields in all of Region I, it does give accurate values on 
the surface S, from which the surface integration approach can be employ- 
ed to accurately evaluate the fields throughout Region I as shown in  Fig. 3. 
By view- 
7 
The singly diffracted fields on S, due to plane wave diffraction from 
edges 1 and 2 (denoted by A and B, respectively, in Fig.  4), can be ex- 
pressed by use of the wedge diffraction function, VB(p, +, n), as 
where r1 =lma , 41 = IT 4- tan- 1 - x’
h 
The subscripts 1, 2 denote edges 1 and 2, respectively, and the super- 
scr ipt  1 denotes singly diffracted fields. 
% 
I 
1 SURFACE S 
r, = 4-z 
+,= 2 ir + t a n - ’  $ 
--- 
Fig. 4. Singly diffracted fields on the surface of integration, S. 
8 
In order  to approximate the effect of the interaction between edges 
1 and 2, the doubly diffracted fields on S must be considered. 
doubly diffracted fields on S from one edge (1 or 2) a r e  due to the singly 
diffracted wave incident from the opposite edge (2 or 1). 
singly diffracted wave across  the aperture deviates somewhat from a 
cylindrical wave for narrow guide widths, the uniform cylindrical wave 
approximation employed in the wedge diffraction method is quite good. 
According to wedge diffraction theory, a uniform line source placed at 
either edge 1 or 2 produces a cylindrical wave field in the direction of 
the opposite edge which is given by 
The 
Although the 
The amplitude of this line source is 
The doubly diffracted fields from edge 1 on the surface S (denoted by C 
in Fig. 5) a re  obtained in te rms  of cylindrical wave diffraction as 
Similarly, the doubly diffracted fields from edge 2 on S (denoted 
by D in F ig .  5) are given by 
hx ' IT 
- j  p -jk(htx')  jk h+x' 
e HJ2)(x1, 0) = -e  e 
4 3 m  43z- 
(16) 
9 
Fig. 5. Doubly diffracted fields on the 
surface of integration, S. 
The sum of Eqs. (12), (13)9 (15) and (16) give the total fields on 
S to the order  of approximation considered here .  However, since the 
integration on S extends to infinity, it is necessary to develop far-field 
(x' large) representations for these fields which permit analytic evalu- 
ation of the integral beyond some distance x' = x,. 
that for values of x '  2 Xm, where xm is on the order of 20L the singly 
diffracted fields from both edges 1 and 2 on the surface S can be expressed 
It can be shown 
by 
This relation can be further simplified, for xm > > h ,  by approximating 
the magnitude decay by 
I. 0 
1 - 1  
and the phase variation by 
e = : e  -jkx' 1 - j G ) I  s] 
Employing these approximations, the singly diffracted fields on S ,  for 
x' 1 xm, aregiven by 
where K1 is a constant defined as 
Approximations for the doubly diffracted fields from edges 1 and 2 
on S, valid for x' 2 xm, can be obtained from Eqs. (15) and (16) as 
- jkx' 
42- 
H2(')(xf, 0)  = Kz e 
with KZ being a constant detined by 
11 
B o  Obtaining The Radiation Pattern 
By Surface Integration 
The radiation pattern can be obtained by substituting the appropriate 
expressions for  the fields on the surface S, developed in the last section, 
into Eq. (11) .  Since, as indicated previously, the integration is to be 
split into the two intervals (0 2 x1 S xm) and (xm 5 x' 
is rewritten here  as 
or, ), Eq. (11)  
(23  1 RT(8) = loxrn jk s i n @  HT(x', 0) [ 2 cos(kx' cos e)] dx' 
jk s ine  HT(X', 0 )  e jkx' cos 0 dx' 
where the last two te rms  a r e  obtained by replacing the cosine factor 
by its exponential representation. 
Eq. (23)  into four components denoted by 
Further,  it is convenient to separate 
where each component of Eq. (24) is due to the corresponding field terms 
HI'), ~ $ 1 1 ,  on s. 
The integration in the first te rm of Eq. (23 )  is evaluated numerically 
on a computer, while use of the far-zone relations Eqs. (18), (20) ,  and 
(21 )  in the second and third te rms  involves integrations of the form 
ror, e - jk( l*cosO) X I  lm -jk ( 1 f cos @)xi 
dx e dx' ; 
' xm 47- xm (x') SI2 
which can be evaluated by use of the Fresnel  integral. 
Fresnel  integral used here  is 
The form of the 
12 
1 
F(x) = - 
- j  n/4  where F(0) = l/d2 3 . The required integrations a re  then defined 
in terms of the Fresnel  integral as 
2n F [kxm(l  t c o s e ) ]  = J k ( 1  t case) 
-jk[ 1 t COS e] X '  
Ft(xm,e)  = J-@ e dx ' 
xm (x')3'2 
The components of the radiation pattern as defined by Eq. (24) can 
now be expressed explicitly in te rms  of the numerical integration of the 
fields on S over the interval 0 -XmJ and the integral definitions of 
Eqs. (26) and ( 2 7 ) .  
diffracted fields from edges 1 and 2 can be written as 
The portion of the radiation pattern due to singly 
13 
where Eqs. (12) and (13) a r e  the appropriate expressions for use in the 
integrand of the first te rm.  In a similar manner, the contributions to 
the radiation pattern of the doubly diffracted fields from edges 1 and 2, 
respectively, a r e  given by 
(29) R1(2)(8) = JXm jk s in8 Hjz)(x', 0 )  [ 2  cos(kx' COS e)] dx' 
0 
.kh2 t jk s in8  Kz [ Fl(xm, IT 4-0) - j2 Fz(xm, IT 4-0) ] 
t jk sin8Kz[Fl(xm, 8 )  - j 2 khz Fz(xm, e)] 
R,(2)(8) = jk sin 8 H~")(x' ,  0) [ 2 cos(kx' cose)] dx' 
The appropriate expressions for  the fields on S in the f i rs t  terms of 
Eqs.  (29) and (30) a r e  those of Eqs. (15) and (16)' respectively. The 
total radiation pattern, as indicated by Eq. (24), is obtained by taking 
the sum of Eqs. (28 ) ,  (29) and (30). 
The quantity Xm, in these equations, is a fixed distance in wave- 
lengths for  a given waveguide width. The minimum suitable value for 
xm varies with waveguide width, however, and if the value of Xm is not 
chosen large enough , inaccurate results a r e  obtained. As mentioned 
previously, a value of 20 wavelengths is usually sufficient for guide 
widths h (  1 X . 
C. Results 
Radiation patterns have been obtained numerically by programming 
the surface integral formulation of the las t  section on a digital computer. 
A statement listing of the computer program used is presented in 
Appendix A. This program makes extensive use of a newly developed 
subroutine for evaluation of the wedge diffraction function, VB(P, 9, n).  
Appendix B contains a brief account of the theory used in the subroutine 
and a computer statement listing. 
14 
Radiation pattern calculations for the ground-plane mounted wave- 
guide are shown graphically in Figs. 6 through 11, for six selected 
waveguide widths in the 0 . 2  to 0.8 wavelength range. 
show four sets  of calculations for each of the chosen guide widths. 
of these were obtained by the surface integration method, a third se t  of 
data is due to calculations made using the Fourier transform formula- 
tion of N ~ p l ~ ~ n ~ v & g ~  and the fourth se t  was obtained by the wedge dif- 
fraction method. The latter two sets of data a re  included to show a com- 
parison between the results of the surface integration method and results 
obtained by other methods. A l l  of the results a r e  normalized to the on- 
axis value, R(8= O O ) ,  of Eq. ( 2 4 ) .  The two surface integration calculations 
differ only in that one of them w a s  obtained by omitting the doubly dif- 
fracted t e rm from edge 1 ( i .e . ,  R l 2 ) )  in Eq. ( 2 4 ) .  
results indicate the effect of the number of diffraction components in the 
calculation. 
These figures 
Two 
The two different 
Figure 8 shows a case of very close agreement in results.  
Table I, opposite the figure, presents both magnitude and phase calcu- 
lations as an aid in comparing these results.  
table a re  referenced to the center of the waveguide aperture. 
The phase values in the 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
The radiation patterns obtained by applying the surface integration 
technique to the ground-plane mounted parallel-plate waveguide geo- 
metry compare favorably with approximate results obtained by use of 
the Fourier transform method which includes the dominant mode and the 
next two higher order modes. Surface integration, as employed here 
provides an improvement in pattern accuracy over the wedge diffraction 
analysis. Specifically the technique improves pattern accuracy in the 
region near the plane of the aperture for waveguide widths on the order 
of k / 2  or  l e s s .  
technique and the wedge diffraction method yield essentially the same 
results. 
technique appear quite lengthy. However, using the programs presented 
in Appendices A and B, each pattern calculation shown in Figs. 6 through 
11 required only about 1 .5  minutes of IBM 7094 time. 
In the region near the guide axis, the surface integration 
The numerical calculations involved in the surface integration 
Although the details of the analysis contained in this publication a re  
limited to consideration of a parallel-plate waveguide mounted in an 
infinite ground plane, the technique can be applied to other configurations. 
For  example, other parallel-plate waveguide geometries such as those 
with arbitrary truncation angles and arbitrary wedge angles can be treated. 
It also appears that the surface integration technique can be extended to 
t rea t  more  general configurations such as waveguides and slots mounted 
on finite ground planes o r  on curved surfaces. 
15 
Fig. 6 Radiation pattern for TEM mode parallel-plate 
waveguide mounted in an infinite ground plane 
(h /h  = 0 . 2 2 2 8 ) .  
16 
RELATIVE H-FIELD 
Fig .  7. Radiatxon pattern for TEM mode parellel-plate 
waveguide mounted in  an infinite ground plane 
(h/h = 0.3183). 
17 
RELATIVE W-FIELD 
Fig. 8 .  Radiation pattern for TEM mode parallel-plate 
waveguide mounted in an infinite ground plane 
( h / h  = 0.3501). 
18 
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F i g  9 .  Radiation pattern for "EM mode parallel-plate 
waveguide mounted in  an infinite ground plane 
(h/X = 0.4456) 
FOURIER TRANSFORM -- n- WEDGE DIFFRACTION 
RELATIVE H-FIELD 
F i g  10. Radiation pattern for TEM mode parallel-plate 
waveguide mounted in an infinite ground plane 
( h / h  = 0.5411). 
21 
-- -.II ' WEDGE DIFFRACTION 
0 
Fig.  11 Radiation pattern for TEM mode parallel-plate 
waveguide mounted in an infinite ground plane 
(h/h = 0.8) .  
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APPENDIX A 
The For t ran  IV program used for the numerical calculation of 
the radiation pattern for the ground-plane mounted parallel-plate wave- 
guide is presented in this Appendix. 
7094 computer using the Purdue University Fast Fortran Translator 
(PUFFT) compiler. 
The program was run on an IBM 
It has been found that, for the point-by-point integration over 
the interval 0 -. Xm, an Xm value of 10 wavelengths is sufficient for 
waveguide widths up to 0.5 wavelengths. An xm value of 20 wavelengths 
gives good results for  guide widths between 0.5 and 0.8 wavelengths. 
These values were employed in the computer calculations. 
23 
BEXECUTE PUFF T Appendix A Computer Program 
BPUFFT 400 
COMPLEX V B T * D ~ ~ ~ C K ~ * C K ~ ~ F I ~ * F I ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ A ~ F ~ I ~ A ~ C I ~ A ~ D E ~ I ~ ~ I P C N ~ D E L I ~ ~  
~ R Z I C ~ ~ A ~ P C P I D E L I ~ ~ R ~  
9 
11 
17 
21 
3 
13 
41 
5 
23 
COMPLEX R ~ ~ W I R ~ O W O  
D I M E N S I O N  ~ ~ R ~ ~ 0 ~ * B E ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ ~ * R ~ U ~ 2 0 ) r B E U o r R 2 R ~ 2 ~ ~ * R 2 R ~ ~ O ~ * R 2 U ~ 2 O ~ ~ R ~ R ~ 2 O ) ~  
FN= lo5  
P1=301415927 
T P I = 2 0 O * P I  
R E A D ( 5 . 9 )  N U M C A S  
F O R M A T  (12)  
N U M C A S = N U M C A S - I  
R E A D ( S r l 7 )  H I A I N C I N F  
F O R M A T ( 2 F l O o 7 r I 5 )  
B=1.0 
C A L L  Z I N T G  ( R l R * ~ l U * A * B r H * A I N C * N F I  
A = B  
B = A + l o O  
C A L L  Z I N T G  ( B E R * B E U r A * B * H r A I N C * N F )  
D O  41 N = l r N F  
R 1R ( N )  =R 1 R  (N ) +BER ( N ) 
R I U ( N ) = R l U ( N ) + B E U ( N )  
2 R 3 U ( 2 0 ) r R R E ( 2 O ) r W U ( 2 0 )  
A = O o O  
W R I T E ( 6 r 3 )  N I R I R ( N ) * R I U ( N )  
F O R M A T ( 1 H  * ~ 2 H N ~ ~ 1 5 * 5 X * 7 H R 1 R ~ N ~ ~ r E 1 5 . 8 r 5 X 1 7 H R 1 U o ~ ~ E 1 5 0 8 ~  
W R I T E ( 6 r l 3 )  BER(N)rBEU(N) 
C O N T  I NUE 
I F ( A o L T o J o 9 )  GO TO 21 
X M = B  
W R I T E ( 6 r 5 )  XM 
F O H M A T ( 1 H  *7HBEH(N)=rEl5.8*5X17HnEUfN)=rE15.8) 
F O R M A T ( 1 H  * 3 H X M = r F 1 3 0 7 )  
PH9.0=9000 
P H 2 7 0 = 2 7 O  00 
C A L L  V B  I R 9 0 r U 9 0 r H 1 P H 9 0 r F N )  
C A L L  V R  ( R 2 7 0 r U 2 7 0 r H r P H 2 7 0 r F N )  
V R T = C M P L X ( R 9 0 + R 2 7 0 r U 9 0 + U 2 7 0 )  
D9O=((10O/FN*SIN(PI/FN))/(COS(PI/FN)-COS(P1/(200*FN))))*(CEX~(C~PL 
2 X ( O o O r - P 1 / 4 0 0 )  ) / T P I  1 
C K E = D 9 O * V B T  
CK1=CMPLX(1oO/(FN*SU~T(3oO~)~TPI*H)*C~XP(C~PLX(OoO*-PI/4oO))/TPI 
DO 42 N = l  rNF 
T H E T A = ( F L O A T ( N ] - ~ O ~ ) * A I N C * P I / ~ ~ O O ~  
I F ( N e L T . 4 )  T H E T A = T H E ? A / 2 . 0  
I F ( N o E Q o 5 )  T H E T A = F L O A T ( N ) * A I N C * P 1 / 1 8 3 . 0  
IF(NoEQ.6) THETA=FLOAT(N+1)*AINC*~I/l8OoO 
I F ( N o E Q . 7 )  T H E T A = 2 * 3 * P 1 / 1 8 0 0 0  
C S T = C O S ( T H E T A )  
STN=TPI*(loO-SIN(THETA)) 
F 1 1 2 A = T P I * C M P L X ( O o O r C S T )  
F 2 1 2 A = C K 1 + 2 o O * C K 2  
C A L L  FRNELS ( C * S r X 2 )  
C 2 =  ( 0 o 5 - C  ) /SQRT ( S T N / T P  I ) 
S~=(S-OO~)/SQRT(STN/TPI) 
F I 2 = C M P L X ( C 2 r S 2 ) .  
O E L ~ ~ ~ = ( ( P I * H ) * * ~ ) * ( C ~ ~ + ~ O ~ * C K ~ ) * C ~ T  
P C N = C E X P ( C M P L X ( ~ O O I - ( ~ T N * X ~ ~ ) ) ) / S Q R T ( X : ~ )  
DELI2=DELI21*(PCN-CFrPLX(O~OrSTN)*FI2) 
WR I T E  ( 6 9  23 1 
F O R M A T ( 1 H  ~ ~ H N = ~ I ~ ~ ~ X * ~ H D E L I ~ = ~ ~ E I ~ O ~ )  
X 2 = S Q R T ( S T N * X M )  
C I 2 A = F l I 2 A * F 2 1 2 A * F I 2  
N r D E L I  2 
R 2 = C 1 2 A + 3 E L I 2  
24 
8 
24' 
10 
12 
42 
4 
7 
16 
19 
2i! 
43 
,114 
118 
124 
132 
133 
'2 0 
135 
136 
33 
137 
138 
3 9  FFAU (20 ) t FFBU (20 ) rFFQR( 20 FFQU (20 ) 
FAR~FFAUIHIAINCINFIA) 
FEIR~FFBUIHIAINC*NFIBI 
AR(N)+FFBR(N)) 
AU(N)+FFBU(N) j 
NLF=S 
DO 136 L = l r N L F  
DO 118 N= l rNF 
IF(B.LE.l.0) NLFt6  
SR ( N ) =O 0 
SU(N)=O.O. 
DO 124 M=lrNN 
F I =FLOAT ( M  ) 
Q=(20O*FI- l*O)*ZH+A 
C A L L  FNCTN (FFQRIFFQU*H*AINC*NF~Q) 
DO 124 N= l rNF 
SR (N =SR ( N 1 +FFQR (N ) 
SU(N)=SU(N)+FFQU(N) 
CONT I NUE 
DO 132 N= l rNF 
z JOU( N ) =Z JU (N ) 
ZJOR ( N  )=ZJR ( N  ) 
Z J R ( N ) = Z L R ( N ] + ~ D O * Z H * S R ( N )  
ZJU(N)=ZLU(N)+4.O*ZHfSU(N) 
ZLR ( N ) = (ZLR (N )+Z JR ( N )-) /4 0 
ZLU (N)  = (ZLU (N )+z.JU (N 
ERRRE(N)=ABS((ZJR(N)-ZJOR(N))/ZJR(N)) 
ERRU(N)=ABS((ZJU(N)-ZJOU(N) ) /ZJU(N) )  
CONT I NUE 
DO 133 N= l rNF 
) /4 WO 
IF(ERRRE(N)eGT.I.OE-4) GO T O  135 
'IF(ERRU(N)mGT.l.OE-4) GO T O  135 
CONT I NUE 
WRITE (6929)  L 
F O R M A T  (/3H L=*12)  
GO TO 137 
NN=2*NN 
CONT I NUE 
WRITE(6r33) N*ERRRE(N)qERRU(N) 
FORMAT(1H ~ ~ H N = ~ I ~ ~ ~ X I ~ H E R R R E ( ~ ) = * E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ X * ~ ~ E R R U ( N ) = ~ E ~ ~ O ~ )  
DO 138 N=l rNF 
ZH=ZH/2 o 0 
Z I NTGR (N  ) =ZJR (N)  /3 0 
ZINTGU(N)=ZJU(N)/3.0 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE FNCTN (FFQHIFFOU~HIAINCINFIX) 
COMPLEX R U A r R V C r H 1 r H 2 * V B X r V l 3 A r D 9 0 * H I l r H 2 2 r H T  
COMPLEX HAIHA 1 *GOC 
DIMENSION FFQR(20)rFFOU(20) 
PI=3.1415927 
TPI=2.0+PI . 
FN= 1.5 
PH180=1830000 
PH180R=PH180*Pf/1~0.000 
PH90 =90 0 
PH270=270.3 f *\ 
D I 1 =X+H 
DIZ=X*H/Dl l  26 
32 
22 
. 19 
20 
103 
104 
D 1 3 = S Q R T t D l l )  
D E l = S Q R T ( H * H + X + X )  
D22=H+D2 I 
D23zD21 *H/D22 
D 2 4 = S Q R T t O 2 2 )  
P H A = A T A N 2 ( X r H ) * 1 8 0 i O / P I  
P H P = P H 1 8 0 + P H A  
C A L L  V B  ( R A I V A I D ~ ~ ~ P H ~ O ~ F N )  
C A L L  V B ( R B * U B * D 1 2 r P H 2 7 0 r F N )  
C A L L  YB ( R C * U C * D 2 3 r P H A * F N )  
C A L L  V B  ( R D I U D I D ~ ~ ~ P H P I F N )  
R D U D M = S Q R T ( R O * * 2 + U D * * 2 )  
I F ~ X o E Q o O ~ ~ o A N D o R D U D M o L T o O o 5 ~  R D = H D + C O S ( P I * H )  
I F ~ X o E Q o O o ~ o A N D o R D U D M o L T e O o 5 ~  U D = U D - S I N ( P I * H )  
I F ( P H P o G T o 1 8 2 o O )  GO T O  22 
d R I T E ( 6 r 3 2 )  PHPIRDIUD 
F O R M A T ( 1 H  * 4 H P H P = r F 1 ~ 0 6 r 5 X * 2 E 1 5 . 8 )  
H U A = C M P L X ( R A + H B r U A + U U )  
R U C = C M P L X ( R C + R D I U C + U D )  
H l = C E X ~ ( C M ~ L X ( 3 o O ~ T P I * ~ D ~ 2 ~ D l l )  1 ) / D f 3 * R U A  
H ~ = C E X P ( C W P L X ( O O O * T P I * ( D ~ ~ - D ~ ~ ) ) ) / D ~ ~ * R U C  
R E = S Q R T ( X * X + H * H )  
PH2=9000+ATAN2(X~H)*18300/PI 
C A L L  V B  ( R V R r U V B q R 2 r P H 2 r F N )  
C A L L  V B  ( R V B l r U V B l r X q P H 1 8 3 r F N )  
G O C = C E X P ( C M P L X ( O o 3 r - ( T P I * X ) ) )  . 
V R A = C M P L X  ( R V B  1 r U V R  1 ) 
VBAM=SQRT(RVBl**2+UV81++2)  
W R I T E ( 6 r l 9 )  XIVBA 
F O R M A T ( 1 H  ~ ~ H X = , F I P O ~ * ~ X ~ ~ H V B A = ~ ~ E ~ ~ . ~ )  
V R X = V R A + C M P L X ( R V R I U V R )  
I F 1 V B A M o L T o O o E j )  VBA=VBA+GOC 
D~~=((~OC/FN*SIN(PI/FN))/(COS(PI/FN)-COS(P~/(~.~*~N))))*(C~XP(CMPL 
2 X ( u o 0 * - ? 1 / 4 . 3 )  ) / T P I  ) 
H1 l = C 9 C * H l  
H22=D9O*H2 
H T = V B X + H l l + H 2 2  
HTY=SQRT(REAL(HT) * *2+AIMAC(HT)++2)  
H T P = 1 8 0 e C * A T A N 2 ( A I M A G ( H T ) ~ R ~ A L ( H T ) ) / P I  
W R I T E ( 6 r 2 C )  XIHTMIHTP 
FORMAT(1F- I  r 2 H X = r F 1 0 e 6 r 5 X r 4 H H T M = r ~ l ~ o ~ r 5 X r 4 H H T P = * E l ~ * ~ )  
D O  193 N=I*NF 
THETA=(FLOAT(N)-le~)*AINC*PI/lEOoO 
I F ( N e L T . 4 )  T H E T A = T H E T A / 2 0 3  
I F ( N e E Q . 5 )  T H E T A = F L 0 4 T ( N ) " A I N C " P I / l e 3 . 0  
I F  ( N o E Q . 6  ) 
I F ( N e E O . 7 )  T H E T A = 2 o U * P ~ / 1 & 3 0 e ~  
HAl=CI" lPLX(  J o O * T P I * C O 5 ( T H C T A  1 )  
H A 2 = 2 0  G*COS(  T P I  *SI N ( T H E T A  ) * X  ) 
THETA=FLO,' lT (N+1 ) * A  I N C * P  I/lO3 O C  
H A = H A l * H A E * H T  
F F Q R ( N ) = R E A L ( H A )  
FFQU ( N  ) = A I M A G  ( H A  ) 
C O N T I N U E  
E N D  
RETURN 
27 
APPENDIX B 
The generalized Pauli series used in this analysis for diffraction 
of plane waves by a wedge was  formulated by Hutchins and Kouyoumjian.6 
This appendix contains a brief summary of their results.  
here  is the wedge diffraction function subprogram which is used in the 
surface integration program presented in Appendix A. 
Also included 
The wedge geometry pertinent to the present discussion is shown 
in Fig.  12. 
wave is given by 
The field diffracted from the wedge due to an incident plane 
where the plus sign is for electric field polarization perpendicular to the 
edge of the wedge and the minus sign is for magnetic field polarization 
perpendicular to the edge of the wedge. The diffraction function V g  is 
given by 
Fig. 12. Geometry of wedge diffraction. t ‘ 1  
28 
...I 
where 
with 
a = 1 t cos(@ - 2nnN) 
The number N is a positive or  negative integer or  zero which most 
nearly satisfies the equations 
2nrN - p = - a for  I-TF 
The above formulation maintains good accuracy for  radial argu- 
ments as low as 0.2 wavelengths. Fo r  smaller arguments, the exact 
formulation based on an eigenfunctidn expansion may be used. 
expansion, which converges rapidly for small  arguments, is given by 
This 
M m 
(34) 
1 n m 
V,(ps+;n) = - 2' am(j) Jm ( k p )  cos - n + n - 
m=O n 
where 
29 
The following Fortran IV subprogram was developed for evaluating 
the above VB function. It is designed to switch automatically to the 
eigenfunction representation (using a finite sum approximation) for radial 
arguments less than 0 . 2  wavelengths. The Fresnel integral is 7 evaluated 
in the subprogram by using the algorithm found by Boersma. 
30 
S U B R O U T  I NE V B  ( R V B  * U V U *  R *  A N G  * FN ) 
C O M P L E X  T E R M  SUM 
C O M P L E X  D E M I T O P I C O M I ) E X P I U P P I * U ~ ~ ~ - - - - -  
Appendix B Computer Progr- I 
. - 9  
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  RAGIDPITSIN  
PI'3.1415927 
T P I = 2 o O * P I  
A N C = A N G * P 1 / 1 8 0 ~ 0 0 0  
I F  ( R o G T o O o E )  GO T O  90 
I F ( R . L T o O . 0 3 1  ) N M = 8  
I F ( R o G E o 0 o 0 0 1 o A N D o R o L T o 3 o O l )  N M = 1 2  
I F ( R o G E o O o ~ I o A N D o R o L T o O o l )  N M = 1 5  
I F ( R . G E o O o 1 )  NM=2O 
A R G = T P  I *R  
DEG=O 0 
I F ( A R G o E Q o 3 0 0 )  A N S = l o O  
I F ( A N S o E Q e 1 0 3 )  GO T O  14 
C A L L  BESSL (ANSIARGIDEG)  
14 C O N T I N U E  
S U M = A N S / F N  
M=O 
DO 50 N = l r N M  
M=M+I  
C M = F L O A T  ( M  ) 
DEG=CM/FN 
I F ( A R G o E Q o C 0 0 )  ANS='I)oO 
I F ( A N S o E Q o 3 e O )  GO T O  1 7  
C A L L  BESSL (ANSIARGIDEC)  
17 C O N T I N U E  
C O M = ~ O O * A N S * C E X P ( C M P L X ( ~ . O I D E G U P I / ~ . O )  1 
TERM=COM*COS(DEG*ANG)/~N 
SUM=SUM+TERM 
50 C O N T I N U E  
IF(ANGoGT~-PIoANDoANGoLT~PI) S U M = S V M - C F X P ( C M P L X ( ~ ~ O I ) T P I * R * C O S ( A N G )  
2 ) )  
R V S = R E A L ( S U M )  
U V B = A I M A G ( S U M )  
RE T U R N  
A N G = A N G * 1 8 3 o O / P I  
9 0  D E Y = C M P L X ( O O O I F N * S Q ~ T ( T P I  ) )  
T O P = C E X P ( C Y P L X ( O o O * - ( T P I * ~ + P 1 / 4 o ~ )  1 )  
C 0 M = T O P  /D EY 
N = I F I X (  ( P I + A N G ) / ( 2 o d * F N * P I  )+005) 
D N z F L O A T  ( N  
A = ~ O D + C O S ( A N G - ~ ~ O * F N * P I * O N )  
f 3 O T L = S O R T  ( T P  I *R*A ) 
E X P = C E X P  ( C M P L X  ( D - 0  I) T P  I *R*A 
C A L L  FRNELS ( C I ) S I ) S O T L )  
C = S G R T  ( P I  /20 0 ) * ( 30 5 - C  ) 
S =  S Q R T ( P I / ~ O O ) * ( S - ~ O ~ )  
R A G =  ( P  I +ANG 1 / ( 2  0 O * F N  1 
) 
T S  I N=DS I N  ( R A G  
T S = A t 3 S ( S N G L ( T S I N ) )  
X=10 .0  
Y = l . S / X * * S  
I F ( T S 0 G T . Y )  G O  T O  442  
C O M P = - S Q R T ( ~ O ~ ) * F N * S I N ( ~ N G / Z * ~ - F N + P I * ~ N )  
I F ( ~ O S ~ A N G / 2 ~ O - F N * P i * ~ ~ N ) ~ L T ~ ~ ~ ~ )  COF'IP=-COMP 
GO T O  443 
COMP=SNGL (DP 
442 DP=SQRT(A)+DCOS(RAG)/TSIN 
443 UPP I =COI.I*EXP*COMP*C:PLX ( :I) S 
N = I F I X (  ( - P I + A Y C ) / ( 2 0 ~ * F N * P I  ) + 3 0 5 )  
D N = F L O A T  ( N )  
A = 1 0 3 +COS ( SING-2 0 'J *F PJ*P I * 3N ) 
31 
542 
123 
- - - - _. - -  
BOTL=SQRT(TPI*R*A) 
E X P = C E X P ( C M P L X ( O . O * T P I * R * A ) )  
CALL FRNELS (C*S*BOTL) 
C=SQRT(PI/~OO)*(OO~-C) 
Sk SQRT(PI/~OO)*(S-OO~) 
RAG=(PI-ANG)/12oO*FN) 
TSI N-DS IN (RAG ) 
TS=ABS(SNGL(TSIN)) 
IF(TSoGToY) GO TO 542 
COMPm SQRT(~~O)*FN*SIN(ANG/~O~-FN*PI*DN) 
XF(C,OS(ANG/~OO-FN*PI*DN)OLEOOOO) COMP=-COMP 
GO TO 123 
DP=SQRT(A)*DCOS(RAGI/TSIN 
COMP=SPIGL (DP 1 
UNPI=COM*EXP+COMP*CMPLX(C*S) 
ANG=ANG*180oO/PI 
RVB=REAL (UPPI+UNPI 1 
UVB=AIMAG(UPPI+UNPI 1 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE FRNELS (C*S*XS) 
DIMENSION A ( 1 2 ) r B ( 1 2 ) * C C ( 1 2 ) * D ( 1 2 )  
A(1)=10595769140 
A(2)=-00000001702 
A13)=-60808568854 
A(4)=-0oU09576361 
A(5)=60920691902 
A(6)=-00016898657 
A(7)=-30053485660 
A(8)=-00075752419 
A(9)=00850663781 
A(lO)=-Co025639041 
A (-1 1 ) = - 0 0  150220960 
A(12)=00034404779 
eci)=-a0o~~oDoo33 
8 (2 ) =4 255.387524 
B(3)=-00000092810 
e (4 )=-7.783020400 
e ( 5  =-om 039520895 
8 (6 ) =50 075161 298 
8(7)=-00138341947 
8(8)=-10363729124 
8(9)=-0*433343276 
8(10)=00702222016 
B(11 )=-00216195923 
t3 ( 1 2 ) = 0 0 9 1 954 70 3 1 
CC( 1 ) = D o 0  
CC (2 )=-a0024933975 
CC(3)=00000003936 
CC(4)=00005770956 
CC ( 5 1 
CC(6)=-00039497136 
CC(7)=00011948809 
CC(8)=-00336748873 
CC19)=0oGJd246420 
CC(10)=0oC32102967 
CC(ll)=-Oo031217930 
CC ( 12 ) = 00 030233333 
0 cJo3689892 
D(1)=00199471143 
D(2)=00000300023 
D (3 ) =-0 o 00935 134 1 
D (4 )=C)o003O23006 
0 (5) 304841 466 
D(6)=000C1333218 ._ 
32 
t 
, ,.J 
"1 
F 
..J 
D(7)=-00017122914 
D ( 8  ) 029064067 
0(9)=-0*027928955 
0 ( 1 0 1 = 0 0 0 1 6 4 9 7 3 0 8  
0111)= -~00~5598515  
0(12)=00000838386 
I F ( X S e L E o O o 0 )  GO TO 414 
x=xs 
x=x*x 
F R = O  o 0 
F I = O o O  
K=13 
I F ( X - 4 . 9 )  10140r40 
10 Y=X/4o.i ;  
20 K=K-1 
F R = ( F R + A ( K ) ) * Y  
F I = ( F I + S ( K )  ) + Y  
I F ( K - E )  30r30r20 
30 F R = F R + A  ( 1  ) 
F I = F I + B ( I )  
C=(FR*COS(X)+FI*SIN(X))*SQRT(Y) 
S = ( F R + S I N ( X ) - F I * C O S ( X ) ) * S C l R T ( Y )  
R E T U R N  
40 Y = 4 0 O / X  
50 K=K-1 
FR= ( F R + C C ( K )  ) * y  
F I = ( F I + D ( K ) I + Y  
I F ( K - 2 )  6 0 9 6 0 r 5 ' 3  
6 0  F R = F R + C C  ( 1 
F I = F I + D ( I )  
C=OoS+(FR*COS(X)+F.I*SIN(X))'*SQRT(Y) 
S=OO~+(FR*SIN(X)-FI+COS(X))*SQRT(Y~ 
RETURN 
414 C=-OoO 
s=-0 0 0 
R E T U R N  
END 
S l l B R O U T  I NE B E S S L  
F A C = ( O o 5 + A R G ) * * D E G  
X K = I o O  
A N S = O o @  
T O P = - O o 2 5 * ( A Q G + * 2 )  
D O  43 K=O*lc) 
( A N S  9 ARG 9 D E G  ) 
C K = F L O A T ( K )  
Y OP = T 0 P + * F: 
x K = X K  * c I< 
I F ( X K o L T o 1 . 3 )  X K = l e 3  
a R = D E G + C K + l o 3  
C A L L  GAMMA ( f 3 O r L C r  IEH) 
T E R M = ( Y O F / X K ) / A C * F A C  
A T E R M = A B S ( T E R M )  
A N S = A N S + T E R Y  
I F ( A T E R M o C T o 1 o O E - 3 0 )  GO T O  4 4  
43 C O N T I N L J E  
44 R E T U R N  
END 
S U B R O U T  I N E  GAPlrfi.A ( X X  r GX r I TR 
x=xx 
E R R = I  0OE-36 
I E R = O  
G X = I  0 0  
IF (X-2 . . , )  E S G r ' 3 2 r  15 
1 0  I F ( X - 2 . C . )  1 1 3 9  1 1 i J .  1 5  
15 X=X-1 .0  
33 
G AMM A 0 3 2  
G A M M A 0 3 3  
G A M Y A 0 3 4  
G A M M A 0 3 5  
G A M M A 0 3 6  
G A M M A 0 3 7  
G A M M A 0 3 8  
GAMMA 039 
GX=GX*X 
GO TO 10  
5 0  I F t X - l m O )  6 0 * 1 2 0 * 1 1 0  
6 0  IF (X -ERRL 629-62160 
62 Y-FLOAT ( INT ( X  ) ) -X 
I F ( A B S ( Y ) - E R R )  1 3 0 * 1 3 0 * 6 9  
64 IF(1mO-Y-ERR) 1 3 0 * 1 3 0 * 7 0  
70  IF (X -1mO)  80r80r110 
80 GX=GX*X 
x = x + 1  .O 
GO TO 7: 
110 Y-X-1.0 
G Y ~ l m O + Y * ( - ~ m 5 7 7 1 0 1 7 + Y * ~ + ~ m 9 8 5 8 5 4 O + Y * ~ ~ O m 8 ? 6 4 2 ~ 8 + Y * ~ + O m 8 3 2 8 2 1 2 +  
1 Y ~ ~ - ~ o 5 6 8 4 7 2 9 + Y * ~ + 0 ~ 2 5 4 8 2 0 5 + Y + ( - 0 . 0 5 1 4 9 9 3 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
GX =GX*GY 
120 RETURN 
130 IER=l 
RETURN 
E NO 
GAMMA059 
GAMMA060 
GAMM4061 
GAMMA 062 
GAMMA063 
GAMMA064 
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